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Complementary genes

 It is a genetic case in which the trait is controlled by two pairs of  genes; there must be at 
least one dominant gene from each pair for the characteristic to emerge (appear).

 - Each of  the two pairs controls the production of  a certain enzyme which affects part of  
the steps of  the appearance of  the characteristic, if  one of  the two dominant genes was 
absent, the steps of  the appearance of  the characteristic will not be completed

 Inheritance of  the flower color of  Pea flower plant (sweet pea):

 AA Aa Aabb aaBB

 BB Bb

 AABB AaBb white

 Pink pink



Genotypes of sweet pea plant

Pink flower AaBb AaBB AABb AABB

gametes AB Ab
aB ab

AB aB AB Ab AB

White 

flower

aabb aaBb Aabb aaBB AAbb

gametes ab aB ab Ab ab aB Ab



Inheritance of the flower color of Pea 
flower plant (sweet pea):

 When two strains of white-flowered Pea 
plants were crossed, all the flowers of F1 

plants appeared pink.

 - In F2: the flowers produced were 9 pink: 

7 white, this indicates the presence of two 

pairs of genes that control the flower color 

characteristic.

 - If the dominant gene in one pair is 

represented by A, and the recessive gene 
in that pair is represented a.

 - If the dominant gene in the second pair 
is represented by B, and the recessive 

gene in that pair is represented by b.

 - The genotypes of the white-flowered 

pea plants (P1) would be (AAbb) and 

(aaBB). Then the genotype of F1 plants will 

be (AaBb) as follows



The 1st plant The 2nd plant

P1: AAbb X aaBB

G1 Ab x aB

: F1: AaBb 100% 
Pink-flowered

F2: Pink : White

9 : 7

AB Ab aB ab

AB AABB

pink

AABb

pink

AaBB

pink

AaBb

pink

Ab AABb

pink

AAbb

white

AaBb

pink

Aabb

white

aB AaBB

pink

AaBb

pink

aaBB

white

aaBb

white

ab AaBb

pink

Aabb

white

aaBb

white

aabb

white



For illustration only:
The validity of the above 
explanation was confirmed 
experimentally when extracts 
of flowers
from both strains were mixed 
together in a test tube, the 
pink color appeared as a 
result of the
presence of all the enzymes, 
and the completion of the 
reaction that produces the 
pigment

Conclusions:

1- The appearance of the ratio 9 pink: 7 white emphasizes that this characteristic is influenced by

two pairs of genes.

2- The ratio 9:7 is considered as a deviation from the Mendelian ratio 9:3:3:1 because the last three 
genotypes (3:3:1) have the same phenotype.

(Note: the Mendelian ratio deals with two pairs of allelomorphic traits)

3- In order for the pik color of flowers to appear, the two pairs of genes must be present in the 
dominant state (whether the homozygous or the heterozygous).

4- The white color of flowers appears. if only one pair is found in the dominant state, and the other

pair in the recessive state or both pairs are found in the recessive state.

5- Thus, both pairs of genes participate in the color production. Since, each of them controls the 
production of a certain enzyme which affects part of the steps of the pigment production.

6- If one of the two dominant genes (A or B) was absent, the steps of pigment production will not be 
completed, and the flowers appear white.



determine the 
phenotypes and 
genotypes of the colour of 
flowers produced from the 
copulation
(Aabb x aaBb)
3 : 1 
3: White-colored flower 
plants 1: Pink-colored 
flower plants



Lethal genes

 They are some genes that control some 
characteristics when found in a pure (homozygous) 
state (dominante or recessive), lead to the disruption 
of some vital processes and leading to the death of 
almost 25% ( one fourth) of the offspring at different 
stages of life.

 Dominant lethal genes

 1- Genes of yellow fur colour in mice (YY)

 2- Genes of Buldog strain in cattles (DD

 Recessive lethal genes

 1- Genes of chlorophyll absence in corn plant (cc)

 2- Genes of infantile dementia in human (aa



Inheritance of yellow fur 
colour in mice

 The fur colour in mice is inherited by 2 
genes:

 - The gene of yellow fur colour (Y) which 
dominates over

 the gene of the grey fur colour (y).

 - When two hybrid yellow mice (Yy) 
mate, the ratio of

 produced generation is 1:2, where: 
Pure yellow mice(represent about ¼ of 
the offspring) died because they carry 
pure lethal dominant pair of gene (YY) 
which causes the death of mice in 
mother´s uterus



Recessive lethal genes
1-chlorphyle absence in corn plant
2-infantile dementia in human



Inheritance of chlorophyll absence trait in corn 
plant

When some corn plants self-pollinadte, they 
produce white seedlings which don't have 
chlorophyll . These seedlings grow for a short 
time, then they wilt and die. This happens 
because of a pure recessive lethal gene (cc) 
which is the gene of absence of chlorophyll

When two recessive lethal genes aggregate 
together in some individuals, chlorophyll will 
not be formed in them. Chlorophyll gives the 
plant its green colour and it is responsible for 
absorbing light rays to carry out 
photosynthesis process. Plants carrying (cc) 
pair of genes are white and not able to 
perform photosynthesis process which causes 
their death



Inheritance of 
infantile 
dementia in 
human

Aa Aa

aaAA
AaAa



The effect of 
environmental 

conditions on 
action of 

some gene

The work of some genes is affected by the 
factors surrounding living organisms, such as:

- Air pollutants

- Lack of oxygen (oxygen deficiency)

- Exposure to radiation.

- Some environmental factors (Ex. Light –
temperature).



The effect of absence of light on chlorophyll trait in 
green plants

 Experement 1: Germinate a group of wheat or corn 
grains in an illuminated place and irrigate the 
seedlings regularly for several days. Observation: 
Green seedlings grow due to the presence of light 
factor which is needed by the gene that is 
responsible for the formation of chlorophyll to show 
its effect.Experement 2: Germinate a similar group in 
a dark place and irrigate the seedlings regularly for 
several days. Observation: Yellow seedlings grow 
then wilt and die after a period of time due to the 
absence of light factor which is needed by the gene 
that is responsible for the formation of chlorophyll to 
show its effect. Conclusion: The gene responsible 
for chlorophyll formation in green plants needs the 
light factor to show its effect.

 In the absence of the gene causing the 
appearance of chlorophyll, the plant can not form 
the chlorophyll pigment, even if it was placed in the 
light


